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Applying Oregon’s Pay Equity 
Laws to Your School 



HOW DID WE GET HERE? 

Why is there a persistent pay gap? How do we address it? 



STATISTICS

• Gender pay gap shrinking, but slowly:
• In 1980, women made 65% of  men’s salary vs. 

approximately 85% today

• Same work for same position: 2.5% difference

• Minority pay disparity worse: 75% of  non-minority 
pay

- Pew Research Center, “The narrowing, but persistent, gender gap in pay” (April 3, 2017)



BASIS FOR PAY GAP

• Theories on pay disparity: 
• Perhaps more related to promotion and 

opportunity 
• In 2015, only 21 of  S&P top 500 companies led 

by women
• That number is down from previous years

• Racial pay disparity 
• Historic discrimination & higher education 

opportunities 



OREGON EQUAL PAY ACT OF 2017

• Revises existing law 

• Most broad law of  this kind in the country

• Goal: Eliminate pay gap between protected classes



A CLOSER LOOK

The Difficulty is in the Details



STATUTORY LANGUAGE

• Unlawful employment practice to: 

• Discriminate on the basis of  protected class in 
payment of  wages or other compensation for work 
of  comparable character; or

• Pay wages or other compensation for an employee 
greater than another employee in a protected class 
for work of  comparable character

• Key: Discriminatory intent irrelevant 



EMPLOYEES SUBJECT TO LAW

• “Employee” defined as:
• Individual who renders personal services
• Wholly or partially in the state
• Other than copartner or independent contractor 

• Safe harbor: Out-of-state employee not subject to law 
if: 
(1) Works only partially in Oregon
(2) Entered into employment contract out-of-state & 
(3) Paid out-of-state



PROTECTED CLASS

• Original Category:
• Gender

• New Categories: 
• Race
• Color
• Religion
• Sex (gender)
• Sexual orientation (LGBT or perception)
• National origin
• Marital status
• Veteran status
• Disability
• Age



PROTECTED CLASS

• Take away: 
• Everyone is a protected class
• Any pay disparity = exposure



“OTHER COMPENSATION”

• Expands definition of  “pay” 
• Old:  Wages
• New: All compensation

• Includes 
• Salary 
• Bonuses 
• Benefits 
• Fringe benefits (car, meals, education)
• Equity based compensation



“WORK OF COMPARABLE CHARACTER”

• Work that requires substantially similar:
• Knowledge
• Skill
• Effort
• Responsibility
• Working conditions

• “Regardless of  job description or job title”



BASIS FOR PAY DIFFERENTIAL

• May pay employees of  comparable character different 
compensation levels if  based on: 
• Seniority system
• Merit system
• System that measures earnings by quantity, quality, or 

piece-rate work
• Workplace location
• Travel, if  necessary
• Education
• Training
• Experience
• Any combination of  above if  accounts for the entire 

compensation difference



NOT  BASIS FOR PAY 
DIFFERENTIAL

• Competing job offer

• Higher starting salary basis 

• Intangibles: 
• Emotional intelligence
• Team work
• Leadership
• Network
• Potential

• Unless measured on an objective, systematic basis



WHAT IS A “SYSTEM”

• Similar to language used in Equal Pay Act of  1963, 
which has been interpreted by the Ninth Circuit as: 
• An organized and structured procedure
• Employees are evaluated systematically
• According to pre-determined criteria



WHAT A “SYSTEM” IS NOT

• A “system” is not
• Ad hoc decisions
• After the fact justification
• Unrecorded assessment of  supervisors



IMPORTANT DETAILS

• Private cause of  action under new law: 
oJanuary 1, 2019

• One-year statute of  limitations
oBut…resets with every paycheck



PENALTIES

• Back Pay (two years) 

• Liquidated Damages (double pay) 

• Penalty wages (30 days) 

• Compensatory damages

• Attorney fees 

• Punitive damages



PUNITIVE DAMAGES

• Available if  evidence of: 
• Fraud 
• Malice
• Willful and wanton misconduct 
• Previous violations 

• Expect it to be pled every time:
• Exposes financials to discovery
• Opens evidence of  other bad acts
• Increases exposure 



WHAT TO EXPECT

• Many claims based on variety of  creative theories

• Factual challenges on the sufficiency of  systems

• Class actions trending!
• Increases defense costs
• Increases exposure
• Benefit from other claims



COMPLIANCE DON’TS 

• DON’T: Reduce other employee pay to achieve 
equity

• DON’T: Tell employees they cannot share salary 
info 
• Employees legally allowed to share
• Exception: Known through access to data

• DON’T: Delay compliance



COMPLIANCE DO’S

• DO: Update BOLI posters (required yearly)

• DO: Review your documents and systems
• Update job descriptions
• Review and update review process
• Adhere to best practices

• DO: Perform equal pay analysis 



BEST PRACTICES

Make It Make Sense



BEST PRACTICES

• Strict compliance is (almost) impossible 

• Focus instead on best practices

• Opportunity to update existing programs

• Avoid “work of  comparable character” trap



JOB DESCRIPTIONS

• Review job descriptions
• Updated
• Accurate
• Detailed 
• Reflect scope of  job
• Justify pay discrepancies
• Have internal policies on pay range



Performance Reviews

• Review process

• Use set standards 

• Simple, short forms OK

• Put benchmarks in handbook / policies

• Use magic words! 



MAGIC WORDS

• All pay discrepancy must be grounded in at least one of  the 
pre-set factors

• You can interpret them broadly, but getting too creative will 
result in more exposure
• Any performance standard not based on factors will be 

Exhibit A in pay equity lawsuit



MAGIC WORDS

• Seniority System 
• Merit System
• Outline what this means for your school

• Production 
• What do you produce, how do you measure 

• Workplace location
• Travel
• Education
• Training
• Experience
• Combination of  above



Arbitration Agreements / Class Action 
Waivers

• May be one option for limiting liability 

• Likely blessed by SCOTUS shortly, until then don’t 
force 

• The best agreement will include all three 
• Waiver
• Arbitration
• Attorney fees shifting provision



Office Morale

• Wild claims every year

• Impossible to be in perfect compliance

• Fair and open expectations best policy

• Use this as excuse to revisit systems

• Use last chance agreements

• No legal requirement that employees see reviews
• But…good idea to include in personnel files



PAY EQUITY ANALYSIS

How, When, Why



Pay Equity Analysis

• For Affirmative Defense
• Completed within three years
• Reasonable detail and scope for size
• Related to protected class asserted by plaintiff
• Eliminate wage difference for plaintiff; and
• Made progress to eliminate all pay difference in 

protected class
• Then limit compensatory damage and punitive 

damage
• BOLI will issue guidance



Steps

1) Ensure confidentiality (use counsel)
2) Statement of  intent (three E’s) 

Examine every protected class employee
Eliminate unjustified discrepancies
Ensure process is fair 

3) Outline by position 
4) Look for outliers 
5) Examine personnel records for justification
6) Correct issues or improve documentation 
7) Review every three years



INTERVIEW RESTRICTIONS

PAST AND PRESENT



EXISTING RESTRICTIONS

• During an interview, employers may not ask about: 
• Race
• Sex
• Age
• Marital status
• Anything different for men and women
• i.e. child care arrangements

• Questions that could screen out protected class 
• i.e. photo & pregnancy

• Religion
• Criminal background (Portland only)  
• National origin 
• But, must require I-9 legal work status form



NEW RESTRICTION: PAST SALARY 

• Unlawful to seek salary history of  applicant or 
employee or obtain from former employer

• May seek confirmation of  past employment and 
pay after conditional offer made 

• Effective on October 6, 2017 
• BOLI Claims as of  January 1, 2018 (but…)
• Private right of  action after January 1, 2024



COMPLIANCE

• Update forms

• Counsel interviewers 

• Alternatives: 

• “What is your minimum salary requirement?”

• “What pay are you expecting?”



RESOURCES

• Handbook updates

• Ensure fairness between union and non-union 
workforce

• Pay equity analysis

• Organizational presentations

• Any legal questions relating to these or related topics



THANK YOU!

Anthony Kuchulis
Barran Liebman LLP

503-276-2199
akuchulis@barran.com


